
Men’s Choir EOY Costumes 
 

Fire and Rain:  Jeans and a button down or solid polo/t-shirt  Optional accessories Denim shirts or jacket 
 
ABC:  Jeans and a yellow, orange or red shirt.  Optional accessories:  bell bottoms, sunglasses, afro wigs, 
and disco related accessories.     
 
Bohemian Rhapsody:  Jeans and a white, blue or black shirt.  Optional costume/accessories: ripped 
jeans, vintage rock t-shirt (especially layered underneath a vest or blazer) long haired wigs, vintage style 
reeboks and converse shoes. 
 
 
**Varsity Men Only – How Long: Jeans and a button down or solid polo/t-shirt  Optional accessories 
Denim shirts or jacket 
 
**Varsity Men Only- Dust in the Wind: Jeans and a button down or solid polo/t-shirt  Optional 
accessories Denim shirts or jacket 
 
**Varsity Men Only – Lean on Me:  Same as ABC 
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 Treble Choirs EOY Show Costumes 

Imagine: Maxi Dress or longer dress  
 
Dancing Queen: Jean and a pink, purple, red, or blue shirt.  Optional costume/accessories:  Tie-dye 
anything, disco accessories, big earrings, afro wigs. 
 
ABC: Jens and a yellow, orange or red shirt.  Optional accessories:  bell bottoms, sunglasses, afro wigs, 
and disco related accessories.     
 
Bohemian Rhapsody:  Jeans and a white, blue or black shirt.  Optional costume/accessories: ripped 
jeans, vintage rock t-shirt (especially layered underneath a vest or blazer) long haired wigs, vintage style 
reeboks and converse shoes. 
 
 
***Varsity Girls Only-Lean on Me:  Same as ABC 
 
***Varstiy Girls Only-We are Family:  Jean and a pink, purple, red, or blue shirt.  Optional 
costume/accessories:  Tie-dye anything, disco accessories, big earrings, afro wigs. 
 
***Varsity Girls Only-Beauty School Drop out:  Capri’s with a pink, purple, or blue shirt and keds/vans.  
Bright colored scarf tied around your pony tail or around your neck.  Optional – The shirt can be a blouse 
type, Poodle Skirts.  Grease out fits 
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